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Cadet Quest Themes List • 2018–2019
September/October 2018 • Be a Blessing

This issue introduces the season’s annual theme for the Cadet Corps. It is based on 2 Corinthians 9:8, which
says, “And God is able to bless you abundantly, so that in all things at all times, having all that you need, you
will abound in every good work.” God has given us so much, more than we ever need. In response to this we
are to be a blessing to those we come in contact with.

November 2018 • Extreme Sports

Every time we turn around there seems to be a new sport that people are trying. Extreme sports take some
of our traditional activities and add an element of risk. Our mothers don’t want us to participate, for fear of
getting injured, but they sure do look fun. Can the venue of extreme sports help build our Christian character?

December 2018 • Weather

Heat, cold, storms and fire. We hear about these in the news, but what causes these events? Clouds and
winds, can they tell us what the weather will be like tomorrow? How can we deal with extreme weather and
how can we enjoy the lovely weather? God made a complex world, this month we look into how it works.

January 2019 • The Most Interesting People I’ve Met

Who have you met that others don’t believe when you tell them? We’ve all heard about the star athletes,
musicians or politicians that people would like to meet, but there are a lot of interesting things accomplished
by people we never get to know about. Christian values in action in interesting ways. Let’s get these stories
heard.

February 2019 • World Records

Whether the world’s largest yo-yo or the boy with the longest tongue, our world is full of bizarre record
holders. Some records may be nothing more than an interesting story; others may be a challenge that our
readers can dream about besting. God gives us each our own talents, what might we be the best in the world
at.

March 2019 • Natural Wonders

The world is full of incredible things that the Lord has made. Majestic caves, towering forests, undulating
dunes, and mighty rivers all demonstrate God’s creativity and His desire to show us beauty in the world
around us. In this issue we’ll travel the world to see the sights that are more than just a car ride away.

April/May 2019 • Volunteering Makes a Difference

We started the year with being a blessing to others. We finish the year looking at others who have demonstrated what this means at a personal level. We will be challenged to step up and do something ourselves,
looking at simple opportunities that we may not have thought of previously.

Themes for each new season (Sept – May) are chosen around the end of the calendar year. Details are made available
(on-line or by sending in an SASE) at that time. Submit manuscripts before the end of April, 2018. Fiction and non-fiction
selections will be made in early May, 2018. Manuscripts are normally not purchased between mid-May and December.

Quest’s purpose is to show how God is at work in the lives of Cadets and in the world around them.

